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policy challenges, the issues related to university autonomy, and the National

Qualifications Framework practiced by universities in Myanmar.
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1. Hello, sir. Could you please tell us about the role that the National

Education Policy Commission (NEPC) plays in transforming Higher Educa-

tion?

The part that National Education Policy Commission (NEPC) plays is that we are a

national-level organization that was formed by Parliament and the national

government. We are not under the Ministry of Education. However, the budget is

set by the Ministry of Education according to the National Education Law 2015. We

need to report to Parliament once every six months. We set policies related to

Myanmar’s education sector. We collaborate with the Ministry of Education and

provide recommendations. Also, we can contact partnered international develop-

ment organizations as well as the private sector as we are internationally linked.

We do not take responsibility for private basic education, but the Divisional Head of

the Ministry of Education supervises and handles them. We are the direct

supervising organization for Higher Education.

There is the National Curriculum Committee (NCC), National Accreditation and

Quality Assurance Committee (NAQAC), and lastly, we formed the Rectors’

Committee (RC) under the National Education Policy Commission (NEPC). Also,

there are seven focal groups (these represent the different areas of education

dependent on the area of specialization). The problem we have in Higher Education

is that the system is centralized. What we want is to be able to develop to an

international level. In order to do this, we would like our universities to become

autonomous in order to change, teach, and simultaneously research relevant and

necessary subjects that our nation requires.

2. Currently, what are the priorities that are being implemented in changing

Higher Education?

It is not like we did not get or have university autonomy; in 1962 we did have it, and

it disappeared. Yangon University was a famous university in Southeast Asia in

1962. Now, we will make changes and reorganize. There are some difficulties. To

address these, we work together as the the National Education Policy Commission

(NEPC), with the Rectors’ Committee (RC), and the Ministry of Education. Since we

have never undergone this process of transformation, we will need to monitor this

autonomy responsibly and with accountability. We need responsibility and

accountability so that individuals will not go about doing things unchecked. It

[responsibility and accountability] has not been practiced here for a long time.

Authorities  of  governing  bodies  are  worried  because  there  is no responsibility,
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accountability, and transparency. According to the amendment

made in 2015 of the National Education law, the National

Education Policy Commission (NEPC) can either open or shut

down both public and private schools.

We are currently developing another 10-Year Strategic Plan as

the timeframe for implementation of the National Education

Strategic Plan (2016-2021) is almost finished. According to the

Plan (2016-2021), the National Education Policy Commission

(NEPC) needs to approve university charters. It [the approval of

university charters] is not included in the law yet, but we are in

the process of discussing that matter. We will start with sixteen

universities. The Ministry of Education will not do the approvals.

The Rectors’ Committee (RC) is stil l negotiating that. We can

say that universities are following a roadmap as set by the

Central European University to acquire university autonomy in

Myanmar. We are acting as an authority of the National

Education Policy Commission (NEPC) to be able to enable

university autonomy. Another thing is, a professional told us that

our graduates do not have jobs that are aligned with their

degrees. We are also conducting research on that. The main

purpose is to think about which area/specialization of human

resources will increase and be reduced in the next ten years.

Most of our human resources are mainly from the arts and

sciences disciplines. The Nanyang Technological University of

Singapore gives their students educational and business sub-

jects. Here, people are deeply set with the idea that technolo-

gical universities must only teach technological subjects. To

reemphasize again, the National Education Policy Commission

(NEPC) is making all of these changes.
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3. Could you please also share the policy challenges that you are facing in

transforming the Higher Education sector?

Our country is an agricultural country, but we do not have many schools that teach

Agricultural Engineering technology. Rangoon Institute of Technology taught this

specialization in 1972,  but they  stopped  this  later on. Universities wanting to set

policies regarding teaching agricultural technology subjects like other countries is a

challenge. We have  reported  the policy issues to Parliament. Discussions are with 
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the Ministry of Education, and then the practical implementation is handled by the

Ministry of Education. The next area/subject is tourism. I would like to expand this

specialization. There are not many people who teach this area of specialization

even though we have the National Management Degree College (NMDC). Chiang

Mai in Thailand has triple the number of tourists than we have for our whole

country. Their universities have big departments that teach tourism management

training courses. In regard to orchids, we do not have much of an orchid

specialization to speak of, but there, they have a specialization even for orchid

cultivation. But here in Myanmar, people who teach about orchid cultivation are the

same people who would teach you how to plant cauliflowers. We do not have

people where we actually need them.
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In India, the Indian Agricultural Research Institute has about

2,000 to 2,500 acres for research. We have about sixty acres for

research purposes. Both the government and the private sector

have their own land. But, collaboration between the government

and the private sector is weak. 

We want university autonomy. Also, it is not possible for the

National Education Policy Commission (NEPC) to do anything of

significance – we are only able to give recommendations. The

expenses here are managed by the government auditors. There

is a problem in staffing for the commission. But, the strength of

the National Education Policy Commission (NEPC) is that we

can go directly to Parliament. We do not need to go through any

other government departments.

My goal is that I want the university teachers to have

international experience. We would like to tell the Ministry of

Education to provide students with not just their specialization

subjects but also subjects like English language proficiency and

communication skills. The staff here in Myanmar cannot have

two doctorate degrees [in the public education system]. We

need to change policies such as these. For instance, a person

has taken on Civil Law, but they are then offered Constitutional

Law,  so then they  might  want to go and study that. Here, the

person who has already got a doctorate degree can only go for

one or two months. What we want for them is to be able to

change and improve ideas  by having doctorate  degrees run for 
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three or four years. Another thing here is that the universities under the Ministry of

Education are not the same as the university that we came from. The transferring of

staff across the universities under the Ministry of Education is compulsory, so staff

must leave their research once transferred. So, the research is abandoned and

incomplete. We can only continue the research in the original place where it was

started. When we transfer, we do not continue with it. That is also one weakness.

4. We heard that, for university autonomy, sixteen universities have been

chosen and have created university charters. May we know the progress of

that?

We are discussing with eight universities from Yangon and eight universities from

Mandalay. After that, we will look at the pros and cons, the university charters, and

the university councils for all the sixteen institutions. Our problem is that the

council chairperson is a Rector. The council chairperson should be an external

person. We are stil l discussing that matter. We will try to finish all the sixteen

schools as pilot universities this year before the next government is elected. 

Yangon University is the flagship university (the leading university). We would like

to reinstate it as a world-famous university again, therefore it would only be natural

if we have less insiders and more external people as the council chairperson and as

the members of the council in this process. We will submit a policy paper about

that. Some universities do not want university autonomy. They are worried that their

power will disappear. Our system has been like this for about sixty years.

Therefore, it is really difficult to change that mindset. It is also worrying that they

might not be responsible, accountable, and just do whatever they like. There is also

corruption. We will make it transparent. We are also worried that we would hire an

external person who would only go along with the Rector. The Ministry of Education

would reduce the centralization of the council’s authority, only if the council recruits

someone impartial for the council. The main issue is authority. This is what we, the

National Education Policy Commission (NEPC), as a whole team is working on.

5. Could you please tell us about the process that universities need to go

through to get university autonomy?

They have done their part. They have created the university charters. They are

different from one another. Financial autonomy is the problem. This is because the

government hires the Rectors. The government can transfer the Rectors if they want

to, but they cannot  fire them. Rectors  are assigned according to the charters.
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Currently, we are working on electing Rectors. Election is once every three-four

years. If they do not get elected again after three years, they can just go back to

their previous position as a Professor. So, for instance, they would get 500,000

MMK more than the normal professor salary from the government because they are

Rectors. This would work well because it is not a permanent situation. To be able to

have this kind of system, we [need a] budget for sixteen schools. If we continue

taking 500 MMK as school fees, how are we going to survive with that amount of

money? The government is not a rich government either. The German government

does not take school fees. The government pays the fees because Germany is rich.

Their government gives 200 mill ion euros to each university. We cannot do that.

What I want to do is I would like to give an honorarium to our teachers for their

efforts. I added that plan in the policy paper. There are not only people who solely

want to do research in the universities. There are research centers. For instance,

70% of the teaching staff’s job is teaching; 30% is research. But research staff

need to do about 70% research, and the other 30% would be partly sharing their

experiences once or twice and even part-time teaching. That is how things should

be. We do not have the authority to manage much. That is also one thing that we

need to do as a part of this transformative process.

6. There are different areas in university autonomy, such as organizational

autonomy, academic autonomy, financial autonomy, etc. Could we please

know which area/s you are prioritizing?

Currently, we are working on acquiring Organizational Autonomy. The government

has given us Academic Autonomy. We are allowed to sign an MoU that allows us to

have teachers from other countries coming to teach here, and our people going out

to study if a scholarship is offered. Even there, there are some limitations. The

main problem is organizational autonomy. Especially, the decentralization process

is stil l weak. There are some delays but the CEU is encouraging. The National

Education Policy Commission (NEPC) is also working on University Autonomy. 

Alongside that, the commission is also working on other things. Students from the

Technical and Vocational Education and Training sector (TVET) do not get jobs. It

is difficult to pass the matriculation exams. There are between 900,000 and one

million people who sit the matriculation exams each year, and only 250,000 people

pass them. We cannot offer vocational education for those who do not pass like

other countries do. The government offers Government Technical Institutes (GTI) in

the Vocational Education and Training sector (TVET). Most of the people who

attend GTI just want to get into a technological university and get a B.E. degree.

The actual goal of  training them is to make  them become technicians, not profess-
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ionals; however, there are bridging programs for outstanding

individuals [who want to become professionals]. From the

250,000 people who passed the exam, there are only over

100,000 who join universities properly. The rest (i.e. the

150,000) study via distance education. That’s why we are doing

a project called TIDE (Transformation by Innovation in Distance

Education) as a process of transforming the distance education

sector.

7. We would like to know your opinion on the National

Qualifications Framework that is being used to ensure

student outcomes. Is it up-to-date with the current market

needs and demands for such graduates?

We are one-sided; we do not look at the demand side but only at

the supply side. So, in the end, most people attend Arts and

Science majors. Classes were supposed to accept one hundred

students, but they accepted one thousand. Therefore, we cannot

improve the quality of our graduates. Another thing is that

distance students are working so they are directly connected to

jobs. So, for example, if you work online during this COVID time,

it is a necessity to have information and communication

technology skills, the internet of things skills (ICT, IoT skills).

You have to look at the Internet, so you also need English

language skills. For those kinds of situations, ICT subjects could

be compulsory [for university students]. Again, it is not l ike we

do not teach English — we do. What is happening is that the

children with rich parents are attending TOEFL and IELTS

classes at private schools. Both the teachers and all students

here [public universities] have skills needs.
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8. Will the government be monitoring the universities after handing over

autonomy? Or, will the universities be able to monitor market demand on their

own? Could you please tell us which direction you are heading in?

We have not gotten to that level yet. Firstly, we need to acquire autonomy. The

government stil l needs to support us in managing our budget for now. The

government  will not be able to let us go  like  private  schools. However, if we have 
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organizational autonomy and we also have endowments (funds)

for Financial Autonomy, what I am worried about is that if you

donate 1.5 mill ion kyats, the Rector might just put in their

pocket. Then this would be a problem.  We do not have a habit

of being monitored by an organization like a Board of Trustees

with transparency and without any centralized control.

Therefore, it might be semi-autonomy. Forget about financial

autonomy for a while. We have academic autonomy. We stil l

need a litt le bit of organizational autonomy. We are working to

get to the level of international universities. It is not right if we

are testing it for the next ten years. We have issues in these

areas too.
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